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INTERNATIONAL PRESS FACILITATION

1) Evaluate the communication of the WSF 2010 - progress and plan so far
Press pool and virtual media center
The challenge we had to face approaching this 2010 year of several Social Forum all around the world was to create a common “environment” easy to communicate, to avoid a sense of dispersion and weakness of the process in media mainstream. We already ended the Belem World Social Forum with several mainstream columnists (the Economist and others) criticizing the WSF process as unable to reach an agreement on a shared plan of actions against the crisis. The idea that Press pool submitted to the Com Com has been to try to face it offering a common path crossing all those different events around the year, respecting the autonomy of the various local process. 
This is the reason why we proposed and set a visibility shared strategy focused on a tool – the Virtual Media Centre www.worldsocialforum.info – which succeeded to create a common platform for all the events just representing them and giving them autonomous visibility under the same communication umbrella. The Virtual Media center hosts a Press Room which is the place where media can find Press Kits, Press releases, Radio Coverage, a Press repository, an Archive of useful materials as logos and banners and a collection of Press Clippings.
Until now the Virtual Media Center published a global map, infos and news about the “10 years of World Social Forum” seminar in Porto Alegre and its territorial activity, and then about the Solidary Economy Fair in Santa Maria, the Foro Social Catalan, the Forum Social da Bahia, the Forum Social Local Atlantique in Benin, the Stuttgart Open Fair, the Expanded Social Forum of the Peripheries in Pelotas, the Foro Social Americas preparation, the Forum Mundial de Edicacao Infantojuvenil in Osasco, the Urban Social Forum in Rio de Janeiro, the Social Forum in Osaka, the Czech Social Forum in Prague, the Climate justice movement meeting in Cochabamba and the preparation towards the Mexico thematic forum. 
The Virtual Media Center host a space for Events feeds (from all the event websites who have automatic feeds) and media feeds, links to the World Social Forum official website, to the WSF TV website, and to the partner’s website IPS Terraviva, Ciranda.net and Amarc upated in real time. 

Press Pool and Coverage
The Press pool set up a specific coverage to launch the Virtual Media Centre tool in occasion of the 2010 year of World Social Forum seminar in Porto Alegre. We worked to recreate an updated mailing list of international media, trying to collect and revise the mailing lists of the past WSF editions, and integrate it with the event's contact lists. 
With a specific Press kit about the WSF 2010 (we contacted the mainstream, sending them the Press kit and recalling them (almost 3 thousand direct contacts, inviting them to follow the Porto Alegre seminar and to start using the Virtual Media Centre.
During Porto Alegre events, we supported directly the international media present in Brazil as AP, AFP, ANSA international, AlJazeera tv, US Daily Times, El Pais and others. We collected press clipping of the launch and we continued to follow the media coverage in those months in order to feed a global archive of clippings in several languages.
The network
As press pool we stimulated the relation with local organizers of WSF events in order to have updated and more detailed news about the decentralized events. It was possible to reach and exchange with almost all the events between January and April, though with some difficulty due to the fact that not all of them have dedicated people or are particularly concerned with external visibility, sharing results or an international dimension. We stress the need to continue to intensify those relationships in order to build on the process, rather than on the single occurrence.
General observations
We believe that we’re facing two visions of what communication “is” for social movements in the IC: 1) a press work team that communicates positions/events of the leadership of a movement/network; 2) shared communication projects that build up a network between visions, opportunities, territories. 
If we really think to have reasons and collective energies enough to implement such kind of activities, we believe that we have to intensify in the coming weeks the dialogue between the social subjects that implemented until now the Com com group to make this common vision emerge, based in the recent history of the communication for/in the WSF process, in order to build up a seminar in a future IC (before Dakar) that can openly and fully recover the lack of knowledge that the full IC showed to have regarding the Com Com projects.

Monica Di Sisto (FAIR)
Jason Nardi (Social Watch)


Video and WSTV


Videosharing - videos activities during the first tranche of 2010 fora
Through the WSFTV video hub website, we have recived videos from: Madrid Social Forum, Forum Social Mundial 10 anos Porto Alegre, Forum Economia Solidaria Santa Maria, Forum Social de Bahia, Tokyo Social Forum, Forum Social Catalan: in total 24 videos. We tried also to contact many times the other forums, but some of them did not have the web site and they were not ready to do any video coverage.

We are very happy to have reached this result and we thanks all the videoactivists and members of the WSF IC that have helped this process, We requested the local organizers if the forum had a group of video makers in charge of filming the event. In most cases the answer was negative, except Madrid, where the Committee decided to put the video on WSFTV and Tokyo Social Forum and Porto Alegre where wsftv was embedded. In other forums videos were made by members of the Comcom and video activists contacted on the web. What remains uncovered is the relation with the local or international broadcaster.

One consideration may be that in most cases, the organizers of the forums have not thought of or have had difficulty in securing a small video coverage of the forum. This is because we think it is always difficult to produce videos and have a facility dedicated to production. 

We should try also to stimulate more the local organizers to put the video production and the tv relations as one of the primary points of their communications strategy.

For the next fora, we are implementing the possibilities to have on wsftv also in collaboration with Social Forum Expanded, and video streaming to give a new tool to the local organizer and to the people that cannot attend the fora. We wish also to do in the future in some forum the normal job that we made for years, that is the distribution of video highlights for the international circuit of the television (Eurovision and not only). When the streaming system will be open, it is possible during the event to open a basic webtv.

General considerations
We have urgently to define how to interact with the different commision also for the situation where not all the comcom members are physically present at the forum like was ours case in which we worked by internet. Of course more is the interaction more are the results also in helping the support group that is working on distance by internet. The report on the survey Ibase promoted in Belem 2009 reconfirms that the people who participate in the Forum go to internet to find information and how to partecipate.



Antonio Pacor (Focuspuller)

SFEX (SOCIAL FORUM EXPANDED) INITIATIVE 

Interactive live participation in WSF, regardless of distance
SFEX = Social Forum expanded is an initiative facilitated by IC comcom which aims at stimulating and accumulating experiences about interactive participation to social forum events over distance between groups identified with the  social forum process, using live audio and video transmission via internet.
Sfex intends to be a space where it is possible to share and accumulate experiences about “expanding” events and about autonomous intercommunication between local groups, ie that is not revolving around the occasion of one big event.
The year 2010, with a succession of many events, is a good occasion to promote the notion of interactivity at distance in various contexts and to explore the interest to have event to event connections.
This text is giving an update about where the development of this paradigm is of distance participation via internet as of end of April 2010.
Basic motivation: right to social forum participation
The underlying motivation is that “attending a social forum is one of the most stimulating collective experience available in the world today for people engaged in social transformation”.
In consequence, participation to social forum process and access to the live experience of dialogue with other participants, and possibility for interpersonal encounters is a right for any citizen of the world, a right that needs ways for concretization.
Sfex initiative is based on two considerations:
- “Desire to participate in real time can, with internet, and with proper communication, be more easily expressed and can overcome the obstacle of distance”. 
- “Making concrete the right to attend, dialogue, and make encounters in a forum event space, regardless of physical distance is a political and strategic necessity for the expansion of the forum process, a right for world citizens to access situation of collective dialogue wiht other distant collectives - “part of concept of good living”.
- One important characteristics is the collective aspect of intercommunication. Whatever the media used (video chat or video live streaming) there is a concern to convey a collective frame (video meeting room,  chat room ) as is the case in a social forum venue, which is structured into activities where collective dialogue between gathering of organizations occurs, stimulating in its wake all kind of person to person interaction.
Semantics of the word “expanded”
Expanded means here an “outbound”, move from a center, expanding via internet the social forum event place to include “expanded participants”. The event is “expanded”, thanks to the action of its organizers, facilitating remote participation.
Experience of collective intercommunication via internet is also being accumulated in some local collectives who are thus able to have their own intercommunication policy and become autonomous. 
This form of self organized intercommunication can come after a step of expanded participation in an event; also, it is stimulated by existence of networks of participants in local social forums which are hardly in existence yet. 
So exchanging with event organizers about expanding their event remains the most efficient way to stimulate at global scale  intercommunication regardless of  distance.
 
Tools and possibilities 
There are various tools available, both commercial of not commercial; they need to be discovered and practiced and assessed by the groups willing to develop there distant intercommunication – there is  a collective expertise being developed focusing on interactivity and conveying  dialogic values in wsf.  We are trying to develop a service with a free software called Bigbluebutton.
Record of operations in 2010 as of mid april
January - Santa Maria. Good reception from organizers, with no experience. Late start and last presential mobilizing meetings missed - no information given during mobilizations process. The result was 3 video chats meetings - and new possibility opened “remote visiting the forum event with wireless” and conversing with people (can be video chat or streaming). 
January - Porto Alegre. Contact with interested people could not be established 
February – Dunas.  Self organized local forum having participated in Belem expanded coming up with concept of “expanded activity” setting 4 local activities with expanded participation , mixing ustream and skype
March - Ramallah decided to “expand” its seminar basing on the experience of Dunas. The “notion of host/ambassador: mediator” by chat generated a lot of lessons learned that allow to reinvest this experience in the organizing process towards the event, which will be fragmented in 5 venues and relies on video chats and streaming to give a sense of continuity between those venues. It also will attract a lot of international interest and will be a great opportunity for Palestinian hosts to get in dialogic collective contact with international collectives. A specifics wef expanded subcommittee will be assessed for supporting these dynamics.
March - Rio urban social forum. Starting from IC organizations, it took one month to get in contact with local communication commission organizers – and by that time the desire was overtaken by pressure of urgency on many other things.
March – Osaka.  Plenary streaming with a “host” chatter , and short skype contact with Hong kong ( and planned with Detroit ),  a positive first experience defined by short daily contact with a team of two organizers, who defined a limited exposure – the buzz was late and reduced - now participating in Mexico expanded.
May – Mexico.  Communication commission and organizing committee decided to propose two formulas: self organization of activity streaming with participatory video transmission chat (cameramen and internet contact person ) and video meeting. Also IC members coming to the event have been invited to catalyze contacts between Mexican and international collectives. One obstacle is the concentration of contacts in the Mexico city region and another, purely logistical, is the unavailability of information of who are the activity proponents until very late. Around 10 video meetings are being scheduled and the live transmission of 20 activities on May 2-4.
May - Trade union Maghreb forum. It is currently assessing participatory live video transmission to expand its one activity seminar.
June – Detroit.  The expanded team is technically well supported by ussf website and has started to explore with each Detroit activity promoter who ticked Dex in his registration form what is the “dex modality of the proposed activity ( it was not envisioned to welcome video meetings from outside Detroit ).
July – Istanbul. The European social forum has announced earlier intention for expansion, but there is no contact currently.  Needs to be re-assessed.
July – Belem. The forum on culture and education has included a broad concept of expansion in its organizing principles - implementation still remains to take place.
December – Bangladesh. Promising first contact is established with facilitator for south east Asia forum in Bangladesh 

Links with methodology and expansion
Communicate on the specificity of interactive participation, which the core experience in a forum . In contrast, a non interactive live transmission from an activity viewed by an isolated person, is something totally different then seen included in a chat room in connection with the activity.
Video meetings are still oddities and can come to be considered full capacity activities. It is important to maintain ideas for hubs of video meeting free of charge or with low participation fee in order to stimulate remote participation.

The case of Palestinian forum divide in 5 different venues will be a full scale experience 

Video meeting becoming  standard activities  
For video meetings, we need to develop the association of the notion of “binder for one’s community” to the notion of delegate.  This stimulates practice of intercommunication between prior event and subsequent event ( beyond space and time ).  We also need to promote and welcome local to local intercommunications by stimulating relationships inside local social forum participants networks ( longer term approach ). 


Pierre George (Caritas)


TECH – WSFSSC

Technical / Software support community of the WSF


In Belem, during the WSF 2009, a group of tecno-activists got together and formed a working group in connection with the Communication commission.  During 2009 there have been some exchanges and finally in 2010 a first face-to-face meeting took place in Paris, at the end of March. 
The Paris meeting was proposed within the working group on technology, World Social Forum Software Support Community (WSF SSC), attended by an international group of Free Software developers, some members of the WSF IC Communication Commission, as well as the representative of the African Social Forum secretariat for tech/communicationissues.

The meeting began with an introduction to the World Social Forum Communications Commission and its relationship to Free Software, use of online tools, and other media platforms. Also, a framing of the political and attitudinal dynamics of the Communications Commission was explained in order to understand our moment for acting, creating, visioning, and organizing ourselves.

One aspect of this frame continued throughout the weekend was our interest in collaborating more closely with Methodology and Strategy Commissions of the IC. Also to frame the discussion we recognized that not all of our work was applied just to the WSF and other fora but to related global events such as Copenhagen and the Bolivian conference on climate justice.

During the meeting, we had two online exchanges: one with the Sao Paulo WSF office staff regarding WSF websites. The second exchange was with the USSF ICT working group. From the first meeting we learned that there has been work done on websites for the 2010 WSF event and also for the 2011 forum, which is expected for launch by mid-April. Both sites are in Drupal and will require continued collaboration to maintain and build out the functionality. We also agreed to exchange information between the WSF office and the Comms Commission in order to start the collaboration for the restyling of the historical, WSF portal website at www.forumsocialmundial.org.br.

The second meeting was done with the May First/People Link Collaborative Democracy Software for a one-hour collaboration on "Strategies for efficient use of Technology within Social Movements". The results of the collaboration can be used to build upon a process for reaching out to more technologists that can volunteer within the Commission, building within the ongoing WSF SSC group, and also to highlight the political alliances that we hold in common with other actors within global social movements.

In order to address the backlog of coordinating work between us all, we listed existing tools and structures and then recently passed and upcoming events and their use of these and other online tools and strategies.

After the general overall analysis of the different events that the WSF and the movements in general are going to organize in the next months, we approached common themes about the diverse communication needs and the different possibilities in response. We identified the five most important tools for ongoing collaboration, although we hope to continue to identify important specifications for each site in a fuller list.

First, we spoke of how to approach the work organizationally, as a team of technologists and actors and within the Communications Commission. There was an attempt to identify possible associations with other organizations & initiatives.

We spoke of updating the outreach, statement document of WSF SSC group and how to relate to the WSF process:
a. Create and draft a Communications Commission presentation before Mexico with mention of the role of tools and cooperation with internet technologists, and addressing the cooperation with other commissions, namely Expansion, Methodology, Strategy, and Resources.
b. Contact organizers from Algeria-Union SF, Belem-Culture, Paraguay-FSA, Pan-amazonian, and other upcoming event organizers.

We engaged a discussion on five priority tools: Video/Streaming, OpenFSM/Wiki (intranet), Expanded Social Forums tools, Database of participants & Registration tool, and WSF Portal. However, we were unable to give full attention to the final three but have planned these meetings for the future.  And we identified follow-up work and strategies for reviewing and evaluating our process politically.
[You can view all the meeting log at http://notes.ussf2010.org/20100402.wb ]

These are some of the proposals for the improvement of the WSF internet spaces and technology:

1. Common repository on virtual server. The most important point discussed was the proposal to have a virtual repository for the software (in the common server, now located in Germany), and the possibility for other programmers to use it, test it, and develop it. The information about the software in use currently will be available also on a web page to increase collaboration. Besides a common working technical environment, we proposed to: think about ways to maintain permanent relations with techies and users (tracker); produce screencast videos to explain the use of the tools; maintain a database of technologists that can consistently work together, specifying their availability, expertise, etc.

2. Methology and guidelines on using software. It was proposed a methodology for the choice of software to avoid problems (such as what has been experienced with OpenFSM, where the core developers left the project). A two-step process was proposed:

a. Every software proposed must be tested before release; when released, the software must come with all the instructions, and the code has to be commented to facilitate the comprehension for the next user/developer.
b. Check the usability with a common test made by the working group and the communication commision before the presentation to the IC members.

3. Communication system between the IC's members. We have discussed 3 systems for internal communication. The first is OpenFSM, after taking into account the different criticisms, we propose to make a new skin to facilitate the navigation and the usability of the site, as well as new features such as tagging and geolocation. The second is thecommunication system of collaborative tools in use at the USSF (wiki and tracking system). The last was the proposal to use an intranet software developed by Mediatria the test of it will be available soon (the system is already used by many organizations, like Unions, NGOs, etc).

4. Video, WSFTV and videostreaming. We discussed the possibility for WSFTV to have dedicated channels for different forums (eg. USSF, Dakar, etc.). WSFTV.net will be also available to webcast during the World Social Forum in Dakar 2011. With regards to streaming, we discussed about the use of proprietary/commercial systems in two ways: one is the free of charge streaming, but with advertising that some people consider not compatible with the WSF charter of principles;  the other is a paying system that comes with a clear screen with no logo and no advertising and with also the possibility to record and save the video files to archive which is a very important service. Another possibility is to have an independent system to host and generate the streaming, with no corporate support and using free software. This will be tested and possibly adopted as the better solution. (The commercial system analyzed are: Livestream.com, Ustream.com, Ubicast.eu; free software: RED5, Bigblue Button and others).

5. Meetings of the WSF SSC. Our ongoing working meetings are each Saturday at 13:00 UTC. (Upcoming: 10 Apr on process site for tech collaboration, 17 Apr on video streaming, 24 Apr on OpenFSM or Expanded)


Mallory Knodel (May First/People Link)


ALTERNATIVE / INDEPENDENT MEDIA


Ciranda deu início ao processo de cobertura do FSM 2010 convidando meios alternativos e comunicadores-as sociais a participar, em Porto Alegre, de uma roda sobre 10 anos de comunicação compartilhada e a dar início às coberturas de 2010.

Para demarcar a priorização do processo rumo a Dakar, Ciranda convidou comunicadores africanos de Nairóbi, que atuaram no FSM 2007, e de Moçambique, a participar desse debate, iniciar coberturas conjuntas  e a conhecer os meios alternativos brasileiros no Fórum Social Mundial evento Porto Alegre, no Fórum Social Mundial evento de Salvador, e movimento de rádios comunitárias, comunicação e cultura em Minas Gerais. 

Outra prioridade estabelecida para o ano foi o apoio da comunicação compartilhada ao processo rumo Fórum Mundial de Educação da Palestina, demarcada pela participação remota da Agência de Imprensa Alternativa da Palestina na Roda dos 10 Anos da Comunicação Compartilhada.

Junto com Amarc, Agencia Pulsar, Aler e Abraço, além de representantes do Laboratório de Comunicação Compartilhada Pan-Amazônico e de intercâmbios com publicações como IPS,  Adital, jornalistas de Carta Maior,  realizou e participou das coberturas escritas de Fórum de Rádios nos primeiros eventos do ano, com uma centenas de artigos publicados.

Algumas  mídias alternativas que atuaram em conjunto em Porto Alegre também participaram das coberturas do 8 de Março, especialmente acompanhando a caminhada de 10 dias da Marcha Mundial de Mulheres, integrada as agendas do FSM, publicando artigos de participantes.

O evento seguinte na agenda de Ciranda foi o Fórum Social Urbano, organizado como evento paralelo ao Fórum Urbano Mundial, no Rio de Janeiro. Assim como os dois eventos que viriam depois, o Fórum sobre o Clima em Cochabamba e e este Fórum Social Mundial Temático no México, a própria organização desses encontros assumiu a comunicação compartilhada como sua forma de relação com a mídia alternativa, uma pratica que vem se confirmando especialmente na América Latina. Tem sido uma atividade de Ciranda dialogar e apoiar que  para que os grupos formados na ocasião dos eventos sigam no processo FSM, participando agora da cobertura compartilhada internacional rumo a Dakar

Ciranda iniciou no último mês a migração de todo seu conteúdo para um novo servidor e seu site está sendo reformulado para permitir ao acesso simultâneo a qualquer das coberturas realizadas ou em andamento no processo 2010. É o que está sendo feito agora no site ciranda.net, já para vibilizar as coberturas desses e dos próximos eventos pelas mídias alternativas, internos à Ciranda ou em plataformas independentes, como deste Tequio, no México, de Minga, no Fórum Social Américas, Flamme d´Afrique em Dakar. 

Um encontro da Ciranda em 25 de Abril definiu duas propostas de atividades da comunicação compartilhada rumo a Dakar. Uma delas, a articulação conjunta com a Comunicação do evento FSM 2011, de meios alternativos e comunicadores  de países da África e da Diáspora para início de intercâmbio de conteúdos de interesse comum. A outra é a disposição de ajudar a mobilizar meios alternativos e comunicadores sociais para que participem de um debate aberto que seja chamado pelo Conselho Internacional sobre a continuidade da construção da política de comunicação do Fórum Social Mundial.


